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This invention relates to the structure‘of a 
post or standard and means for mounting or 
supporting the post or standard on a base, as 
for example, in the structure of an overbed table 
of the so-called single pedestal type. These 
tables are designed for use in the hospital or 
sick room. More speci?cally, the invention may 
be- said to reside in a joint structure for secur 
ing the standard or pedestal on the base mem 
bers as Well as to the structure of thestandard 
itself and the associated base members. 

It will be apparent that it has beenv an eX'-, 
tremely dii?cult problem to construct and mount 
the pedestal or standard of the single pedestal 
‘type of overbed ‘table so that the table has been 
adequately supported. In a table of this sort, 
the table top extends substantially across the 
bed and is unsupported at its outer end. The 
normal Weight of the table plus that of any arti 
cles placed upon it provide a considerable lever 
age tending to bend or pull the pedestal out of 
vertical position, or the connections between 
the pedestal or post and the base members of 
the structure are twisted and strained. ‘ ‘ 

Accordingly, it has beenthe object of the 
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present inventor to provide a baseand post or ' 
incorporating an im 

proved joining means or bracket whereby the 
standard is supported on the base at one end 
thereof in an extremely rigid manner, preclud- 
ing twisting or bending of the post and disrup 
tion of the connections to ‘the base. 

Further, it has been the object to provide a 
bracket arrangement which is connected to the 
base members in a highly e?icient and rigid 
manner wherein the bracket may be bonded or 
integrated with the base members through the 
use of weldingapplied relative to the base mem 
bers and the bracket so as to entirely preclude 
displacement of any of the parts and to prevent 
fracture or loosening under the strain produced 
by undue leverage imparted to the standard 
through an extended top merely supported at 
one end on the standard or post. 
Another object has been to provide an im 

proved standard or post construction wherein 
the resistance to bending of the post out of Ver 
tical position is greatly increased by the proper 
distribution and arrangement of the cross sec 
tion of the post. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be more fully apparent from the description 
of the drawing in which: ‘ 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an overbed 
table of the single pedestal type disclosing the 
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the post or pedestal and base thereof. 
Figure 2 is a fragmentary sectional View taken 

through the bracket connecting the base and 
the post or pedestal‘, the View being taken length 
wise of the base. ' ' 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 
on line 3-3, Figure 2. ' ' 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary'bottom plan view' 
of Figure 2. ~ I‘ 

The structure of the present invention has 
been designed primarily to attach‘securely and 
rigidly a standard or pedestal to a base struc-_ 
ture and has a special utility’ in those cases‘ 
where the standard or pedestal supports a table, 
which table is not supported at its outer end. 
In structures of this type,‘ a great deal of lever 
age is exerted on the pedestal or standard be 
cause of the Weight of the table top, either alone 
or combined with articles resting upon it.v The 
entirev purpose of this invention is to so attach or 
mount the standard and so construct it and the 
base relative to the attachment that these lever-j 
age forces are not capable of materially bending, 
the standard or fracturing or loosening the con-v 
nection to‘the base. 7 j 

Referring specifically to Figure 1 of the draw 
ing, it will be noted that the improvements have 
been illustrated in an overbed table of the single 
pedestal type. The base structure of this table 
is constituted by tubing arranged to'form‘in plan" 
view a sort of broadened H. The central rail is 
indicated at I0 and the cross or end rails at H. . 
Each of the end members has a caster [2 at each 
end thereof. A post or pedestal of telescoping 
sectional form is indicated at I3. The post or 
standard rises from the intersection of the cen 
tral rail or base member l0 and one of the end 
or cross base members II. A bracket M, de 
scribed in detail later, is structurally united with 
the base members [0 and H and has the lower 
end of the inner post section l5 socketed there 
in in a socket Hi. The upper or outer section 
ll of' the post, telescopically engaged upon the 
section 15, carries a top supporting bracket I8 
at its upper end. The table top I9 extends out 
laterally from this bracket over the base por 
tion of the table. 

It is not believed necessary to describe the 
top or the bracket ill in detail here since it does ‘ 
not constitute a part Of the invention described 
and claimed in this application. This top is 
raised and lowered through the telescoping 
movement of the pedestal sections brought about 
through rotation of a small crank 20 mounted 
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on the bracket 18, the bracket l8 containing the 
operating mechanism. 
The post sections l5 and I‘! are rectangular 

in cross section and are of tubular form. Re 
garding the cross section of these rails, it is 
pointed out that it is disposed lengthwise of the 
base and top of the table. This longitudinal 
arrangement of the wide side walls 2| of the 
tubes constituting the post sections provides a 
greater resistance against bending of the post 
inwardly longitudinally of the base under the 
weight of the top. In order to prevent marring 
or scu?ing of the pedestal with which the bed is 
associated, a rubber strip 22 is placed along the 
vertical inner wall of the upper or outer post 
section. 
The end or cross member ll of the base trav 

erses a bore 23 in the bracket l4 crosswise there 
of at right angles to the standard. The bore 23‘ 
and the socket I6 are not interconnected. The 
tubing, constituting the end members H, is ?at 
tened, being of elongated or oval shape in cross 
section. This tubing is placed so that its ?at 
tened sides are disposed vertically and thus, the 
weight of the supported structure is more easily 
sustained with less opportunity for the base 
member to bend at the middle; that is, directly 
beneath the bracket. 
The central rail or base member ID enters a 

socket 24 intersecting the bore 23 and thus, the 
base members l0-—I| intersect within the 
bracket M. The central member 19 is formed of 
tubing of the same cross section as the end mem 
bers, but its ?attened sides are disposed hori 
zontally. Each of the bores 23—24 is entered 
by notches 25-46 respectively cut into the bot 
tom of the bracket longitudinally of the respec 
tive bores. These notches are V-shaped and in-' 
tersect (in View of the intersection of the bores). 
When the base tubes are in place, as shown in 
the detailed Figures 2 and 3, substantial length 
wise portions of the respective tubes are exposed 
through the bottom of the bracket. The weld 
ing operation is performed through these V 
shaped slots, the operation being facilitated due 
to the ?ared form of the slots. Accordingly, the 
welding material 21 is applied along. the exposed 
portions of the tubing and against the sides of 
the slots, the slots directing ‘the welding opera 
tion and providing pockets for receiving the 
welding material. 

It will be apparent that the weld applied in 
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these slots completely integrates the structure. 
The base members are ?rmly ?xed within the 
bracket and to each other. There is no oppor 
tunity for fracture or loosening of the connec 
tion of the post structure to the base or separa 
tion of the base members. 

‘ Having described my invention, I claim: 
1. A post supporting structure, comprising a 

bracket having a vertically disposed socket in its 
upper side for the reception of a vertically dis 
posed post, a cross base member traversing said 
bracket, a longitudinally disposed base member 
having its end disposed in the bracket and en 
gaging the cross base member within the bracket, 
said bracket including slots in its underside dis 
posed longitudinally of and entering the respec 
tive bores receiving the base members, and weld 
ing applied within the slots against the exposed 
portions of the base members and the sides of 
the slots. ~ 

2. Means for mounting a post on a base struc 
ture, consisting of a bracket having a vertical 
socket for receiving the post, a horizontal cross 
bore for receiving a base member and a horizon 
tal bore intersecting said cros's bore for receiving 
another base member, and slots entering the re 
spective bores for permitting the application of 
welding to the exposed portions of the base 
members. 

3. A post supporting'base structure, compris 
ing base members arranged in the form of a wi 
dened H in plan View, a bracket disposed at the 
contact point of the central longitudinal mem 
ber with a cross member and including‘ a cross 
bore traversed by the end member and an in- 
tersecting bore having the adjacent end of the 
central longitudinal member disposed therein 
whereby the members intersect within the 
bracket, and welding securing the base members 
within the bracket. 

4. Means for mounting a post on a base struc 
ture, consisting of a bracket having a vertical 
socket for receiving the post, a horizontal cross 
bore for receiving a base member and a hori 
zontal bore intersecting said cross bore for re 
ceiving another base member, and said bracket 
having slots formed longitudinally of and enter 
ing the respective bores for permitting the appli 
cation of welding to the exposed portions of the 
base -members,,said slots being ?ared outwardly. 
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